
 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
 
NATHAN CARTER   POCKET SHRAPNEL SET-UPS VERONICA VEX  

AND BROOKLYN STREET TREASURES 
 
EXHIBITION DATES:    SEPTEMBER 9 – OCTOBER 23, 2010 
OPENING:    THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 6 – 8PM 
GALLERY HOURS:     TUESDAY – SATURDAY, 10 – 6 PM 
 
Oooo, LOOK!!! What’s that?!? Near the corner of New Utrecht Avenue and 79th street in South Brooklyn under the staircase that 
leads up to the elevated D train, teetering on the edge of a scary looking subterranean storm drain was a small plastic orange circle. 
It had been run over by several cars and its color was starting to fade due to the rain, I quickly picked it up and added it to the other 
shrapnel in my pocket. 
 
Brooklyn Street Treasures: 
 
1 broken purple plastic cigarette lighter 
1 bolt head from Bergen Street that broke off a packing crate from Hackney, East London 
1 green aluminum standpipe cover stolen near my studio 
3 Kronenbourg bottle caps found in Canarsie and given to me by Jed Caesar 
A red plastic reflector fragment from an automobile turning indicator signal smashed to pieces in a 3am Stillwell Avenue traffic 
tangle 
1 two-tone peso coin with a small hole drilled near the outer edge 
A broken brass descender from the letter g 
1 shattered Bristol blue glass bottleneck from Bensonhurst 
A bump key with the first two grooves altered to defeat door locks universally 
10.5 inches of red and white striped bakery box string 
2 strike anywhere matches taped to the dog-end of a birthday candle 
1 six-turn champagne cork wire cage, flattened 
 
To receive the Veronica Vex radio signal you’ll need to make an antenna. Start by combining a square piece of tinfoil and a handful 
of paper clips. Put the clips in the foil and roll it up like a Camberwell Carrot. Then take some string, tie it to the end of your tinfoil 
carrot, open your bedroom window and throw it up, over and onto your roof. Now you’re ready to tune your AM radio over to the 
Veronica Vex pirate radio program all the way down to the low end of the dial on a Friday night after midnight or between six and 
eleven on Sunday evening The time and location of this program often changes making it impossible for the FCC to triangulate the 
location of Veronica’s broadcasting equipment. If you listen carefully at the end of each show her voice is modulated as she 
mechanically reads a cryptic series of numbers. Flip it over, turn it backwards and you have the time, date and bandwidth of her 
next broadcast. 
 
-Nathan Carter, August 2010

 
In Nathan Carter’s fifth solo exhibition at the gallery, the visual language of his two-dimensional abstractions evolves into 
a multi-dimensional, sculptural stage set. Other new works include painted wood sculptures, circular mobiles that 
function as radar reflectors and signaling apparatus, and collages made from metallic objects, coinage, shattered glass 
and stage lighting gels found while roaming the streets of Brooklyn. 
 
Currently, the artist is participating in "Alexander Calder and Contemporary Art: Form, Balance, Joy,” Museum of 
Contemporary Art, Chicago, IL, through October 10, 2010, traveling to: Nasher Sculpture Center, Dallas, December 11 - 
March 6, 2011; Orange County Museum of Art, Newport Beach, CA, April - August, 2011; and the Nasher Museum of 
Art at Duke University, Durham, NC, September 2011 - January 2012. Other past solo exhibitions include, "THE FLYING 
BRIXTON BANGARANG AND RADIO VIBRATION VEX-VENTURE,” MURA, Museo de Arte Raul Anguiano, Guadalajara, 
Mexico, 2009 and “THE COVERT CAVIAR FREQUENCY DISRUPTOR,” ArtPace, San Antonio, Texas, 2008. In 
collaboration with Onestar Press, the artist published "CLANDESTINE RADIOS AND CONCEALED KITCHENS" this July. 
Nathan Carter lives and works in Brooklyn, New York. 
 
FOR FURTHER EXHIBITION INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT LORING RANDOLPH AT THE GALLERY, LORING@CASEYKAPLANGALLERY.COM.  
CASEY KAPLAN IS PLEASED TO PARTICIPATE IN THE FRIEZE ART FAIR OCTOBER 14-17, 2010 
 
NEXT GALLERY EXHIBITION:  DAVID THORPE, Peace not Pacifism, October 28 – December 18, 2010 
 
GALLERY ARTISTS: HENNING BOHL, JEFF BURTON, NATHAN CARTER, MILES COOLIDGE, JASON DODGE, TRISHA DONNELLY, GEOFFREY FARMER, PAMELA FRASER, 
LIAM GILLICK, ANNIKA VON HAUSSWOLFF, CARSTEN HÖLLER, BRIAN JUNGEN, JONATHAN MONK, MARLO PASCUAL, DIEGO PERRONE, JULIA SCHMIDT, SIMON 
STARLING, DAVID THORPE, GABRIEL VORMSTEIN, GARTH WEISER, JOHANNES WOHNSEIFER 


